
Volvo L90H 
Agricultural Loader

The powerful Volvo L90H wheel loader is built for a variety of applications, including quarrying, timber 
handling, and agriculture. Volvo’s Torque Parallel-linkage, hydraulic attachment bracket, and range of 
attachments really do make the L90H  the ultimate all-rounder. The optional 8m3 folding silage fork and 
Michelin Mega Xbib Ag tyres, ensures the Volvo L90H Agricultural Loader is a highly productive, ex-
tremely versatile tool for all applications on or around the farm.

SPECIFICATIONS:

Engine Volvo D6J T4F 186BHP@1600 RPM 934Nm of Torque at 1400 RPM

Transmission Volvo HTE125 Incorporating Full Lockup Torque Converter

Tyres Michelin Agrimax 750/65R26 Flotation Tyres

Operating Weight 15,600 kg*
*Can vary depending on specification

Operators Cabin Pressurized ROPS cabin, with Premium Comfort Seat. 68Db noise level.

Lighting Full Premium LED Lighting package, including access lighting

Other Ground Level Servicing (500h intervals), Tow Hitch, Volvo Hydraulic Hitch, Volvo 
TP Linkage System



Volvo L90H features 

Anti-slip steps and strategically placed 
handrails have been added for ease of 
access. The new attachment bracket 
uses a visual indicator to let you know the 
attachment is locked and ready to use.

IMPROVED SAFETY

Premium comfort seat ensures for maximum 
operator comfort. 

NO COMPROMISE ON 
COMFORT

The Torque Parallel Linkage offers a high 
breakout , tilt in and lifting forces. It keeps 
attachments parallel throughout the lifting 
range for exceptional load stability and 
excellent visibility.

TORQUE PARALLEL (TP) 
LINKAGE

The L90H features premium LED lighting  
with 360 degree coverage.

360 DEGREE LIGHTING

The ergonomic leverage control prevents 
fatigue. Adjust the detent third function, 
boom kick-out. Easily change between linear 
or single lever controls and select from three 
hydraulic settings to tailor the lever control 
according to your preferences.

ERGONOMIC LEVERAGE 
CONTROL The Volvo L90H features reversible cooling 

fan for dusty conditions. The external axle 
cooling option is ideal for tough applications 
and doubles the axle oil change intervals for 
higher uptime and lower maintenance costs.

IMPROVED COOLING CAPACITY

Electronically-operated engine hood, with 
ground-level access to all service points.  
New cooler installation now slides out for 
easier cleaning. 

GREAT SERVICING ACCESS 

A spacious pressurised cab, featuring a 
premium operators seat and ergonomic 
controls. Experience a clear view of the 
attachment and job site thanks to large 
expanses of glass & rear-view camera.
All important information is centrally  
located in the operator’s field of vision. 
Display for Contronic monitoring system.

OPERATORS CABIN

The rimpull control allows the operator to 
reduce tire wear and prevent wheel spin. 
Select the optimum rimpull to match the 
application and ground conditions, and 
experience high productivity at low costs.

RIMPULL CONTROL
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